
Cenocco Fidget spinner

Cenocco CC-9038; Hand spinner

Manufacturer: Cenocco
Reference:CC-9038
Options:
Color : Black, Blue, Red, White

Description:
Cenocco CC-9038: Fidget spinner
 

The Fidget Spinner toys just grasp with one finger on either side of the center and then spinner with your other
hand. Spinners may be used with one hand alone with experience. When using the anxiety toys on a table, just
push the center to keep it stable while rotating. When you let go of the fidget toys, they will continue to spin.  This
set consists of 6 Fidget spinner toys that came with a protected individual box and had various colors:2 red, 2
blue & 2 black with a diameter of 2.95 inches and a thickness of 0.31 inches. Excellent for fidgeting, anxiety,
attention, ADHD, autism, and breaking bad habits. You may play with the fidget spinner instead of gnawing your
nails. Many people have successfully used the hilarious clever fidget toy to break bad behaviors.

 

Features:

ABS Fidget Spinner Toys High-speed ceramic ball  Smooth and consistent rotation The premium bearing provides a much



smoother and less noise experience. Pocket size is easy to carry! Play anytime, anywhere, and don't disturb others Safety
sensory for Anxiety, Autism, ADHD, quitting bad habits. Successfully curbed unwanted habits using the funny cool fidget
toy. It’s great party favors for kids 8-12 and toddler teen boys girls, perfect for almost occasions

Specifications:

Brandname: Cenocco Color: Black, Red, Blue Materials: ABS Bearing: 3 STEEL 608 Diameter: 2.95 inches Thickness:
0.31 inches

EAN : 1817072920254

ISBN : 95030070

Weight : 0.07 Kg

Volume : 0.00008 m3

(L x l x H) : 9.00 cm x 9.00 cm x 1.00 cm

Box 200  units

Pallet 12 000  (Units)

Box dimensions 39 x 37 x 20

Certifications
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